Part Number
#07500
Assembly & Operations Manual
ICOS2 (In Cab On Seat Gun Holder)

PATENT PENDING

Pistol Holders
Sold Separately

Assembly information:
• This product has an installation rating of: Easy
• Approximate Assembly time: 5 Minutes

Seizmik makes Windshields, Mirrors, Cab Systems, Gun Holders, Light Bars, Hood Racks, and other great
accessories for UTV’s to maximize the vehicles usefulness.
Always observe the warnings and precautions in this manual when using your Seizmik products. For best results,
carefully follow the instructions in this manual and make no modifications.
If you have any questions, comments, need assistance, or are missing parts, please call 1-866-838-3366 between
9:00AM and 5:00PM EST or email us at support@seizmik.com. Visit www.seizmik.com for more information on our
products..
*Always transport guns UNLOADED and pointed in a safe direction. Seizmik is not responsible for injury
to persons or damage to the weapon due to improper handling.
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Parts List

A

B
C

D

Parts:
A. ICOS2 Foam Base
B. Seatbelt Insert
C. Strap + buckle assembly
with secure block (X2)
D. 3 Point Seatbelt Clip

Insert Straps and Seat Belt Insert into Foam Base

1. Start by Installing the plastic Seatbelt Insert
by placing it through the large center hole.

2. When installed, the seatbelt insert should lay
flush and match the style lines of the foam base.
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Insert Straps and Seat Belt Insert into Foam Base

3. Insert the gun hold down straps as shown. Feed the male end of the buckle through the side
hole and up through the middle top hole.

4. Insert the strap block into the hole. Push the block in until its flush and ensure the block is on
top of the strap. (The strap should be underneath the plastic block.)
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Fasten Base with Seatbelt

5. Place the assembly on the vehicle seat. Run the seat belt through the middle hole and buckle into
the seatbelts receptacle. Pull the loose tab to get the seatbelt as tight as possible. For 3 Point seatbelts,
use supplied seatbelt clip as shown in the above right picture to secure the belt.

6. Place gun into channel as pictured above. Secure the gun to the ICOS 2 by buckling the
strap and pulling tight. The ICOS 2 offers slots cut into the channel for the grip and magazines
of AR-Style weapons.
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Shooting Positions

7. The ICOS 2 comes with 2 built in shooting rests at various heights. The foam offers a nonmarring surface to rest your rifle when hunting or just sighting in your rifle.
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